
There was a common counseling for M.Tech. admission for three NITs, NIT-Calicut, NIT-Warangal, NIT-Tiruchirapalli in 2009 (July/August). There are some candidates who have paid the fees but got allotment, not admitted and did not apply for refund so far. For all the above students who have applied for the amount of Rs. 10000/- with proper documents, the refund DD has been sent.

However, there are some students who did not apply/applied without proper documents and they are advised to send proper

(i) request letter stating the name in which DD has to be taken, the Address to which the DD has to be dispatched along with
(ii) Xerox copy of the GATE Score card
(iii) original allotment letter/ Xerox copy issued at one of the above NITs to the following Address super scribings in the envelope


Address your request to:

Director & Chairman MT-2009
National Institute of Technology
Tiruchirapalli-15
Tamil Nadu
PIN: 620015